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SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
AND BENEFITS ACT 1992
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT

Voluntary leaving without just cause - effect on disqualification of employer's
counter-notice

The claimant gave her employer four weeks'otice on 9.12.92.On 10.12.92the
employer informed her that he wished her to leave the next day, 11.12.92.The
adjudication officer decided that the claimant was to be disqualified for receiving
unemployment benefit for eight weeks on the ground that she had voluntary left her
employment without just cause. The SSAT upheld that decision. The claimant
appealed to a Social Security Commissioner.

Held that:

When the claimant gave notice to leave she thereby terminated her employment and
this amounted to a voluntary leaving by the claimant. This was not altered by her
employer's subsequent action, whether that was to be construed as not requiring her
to work out her notice or as a counter-notice. However, the employer's action was
highly relevant in deciding the length of the disqualification in this case was one
week.

DECISION OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER

1. I allow the claimant's appeal against the decision of the social security appeal
tribunal dated 26 May 1993 as that decision is erroneous in law and I set it aside. My
decision is as follows:-

(a) The claimant left her employment voluntarily on 11 December 1992
in pursuance of her four weeks'otice to terminate her employment,
given to her employer on 9 December 1992;

(b) The claimant has not shown "just cause" for leaving her employment
voluntarily and is therefore subject to disqualification for receiving
unemployment%enefit: Social Security Contributions and Benefits
Act 1992, section 28(1)(a);

(c) The appropriate period of disqualification is one week as from and
including 14 January 1993.

2. This is an appeal to the Commissioner by the claimant, a young woman who
was employed as a Nursery Assistant from 14 September 1992 to 11 December 1992.
The appeal is against the unanimous decision of a social security appeal tribunal
dated 26 May 1993,which dismissed the claimant's appeal from a decision of the
local adjudication officer as follows,

"[The claimant] would have been disqualified for receiving unemployment
benefit from 14/Jan/93 to 08/Mar/93 (both dates included) if she had otherwise



had a right to it. This is because she voluntarily left her employment without

just cause."

3. The appeal has been the subject of detailed written submissions both by, the
adjudication officer now concerne'd and by the claimant's representative (a member
of the Free Represe'ntation Unit). Considerable:reference has-been made to cases on

employment law including decisions of the'mployment'Appeal Tribunal and of the
Court of Appeal. I have of course:paid heed to that case law. The position as to
precedent is that of course I recognise the persuasive authority of decisions of the
Employ'ment Appeal Tribunal, but those decisions are.not technically binding on me
in the same way that decisions of the Court of Appeal ori principles of.law are

binding. However, I do not find anything in the Employment Appeal Tribunal cases
cited to me which is riecessarily.coriclusive of the issues in this case.

4. The detailed grounds of appeal put forward on behalf of the claimant can be
summarised as follows:.'t is contended that the tribunal erred in law by holding that

I I

the claima'nt'was not dismissed but"left her employment voluntarily. That is put on

an alternative footing. First, it i's said that the circumstances of he'r leaving were such

as to constitute "coristructive dismissal" within. the meaning eg. of sectio'n 55(2)(c) of
the Employment Protection (Consolidation) Act 1978. Then it is said that, if there.

were no constructive dismissal, although the claimant. initially gave in, on 9
December 1992, her four weeks notice and was prepared,to work them out, her

employer„refused to allow her. to do,so and made her leave on Friday 11 December
1992 and thus the employer dismissed her on 11 December 1992 by. an actual

dismissal.

5. The claimant's representative then contends that, even if the claimant did

leave voluntarily, the, tribunal did not clearly show in their reasons for decision that

they had taken her willingness to work out her 4 weeks notice as a mitigating factor

in reducing the period of disqualification; I can say at once that I accept this

particular ground of appeal as.being correct. D'espite.the tribunal's careful and

detailed record of decision, I am not entirely satisfied that they took this particular

factor fully into acc'ount. That. is why in paragraph 1(c) of this decision I have
reduced-the period of disqualification from 8 weeks to 1 week. I consider the fact
that the claimant'as willing to work out her 4 weeks'otice and that she might have

found other eniployment duririg that "time to be an'important factor. I should,

however, ad'd that I.do,.not consi'der the personal difficulties. that she was haying at

work',were sufficient-',to merit her giving in her, notice at the time when she did.
Therefore some period of disqualification is merited. Oo that extent I agree with the

tribunal.

6.:,. I now turn to the difficult legal question in this case of whether the claimant's

employment terminated (i) because she voluntarily left it, in which case (provided the

adjudication officer showed that there was voluntary leaving) the onus would then

shift to her''to show "just cause" for leaving or (ii) b'ecause of a dismissal, actual or
constructive,'y. the, einployer. If the latter w'ere the case, she could not be
disquahfied unless it was shown that the dismissal was by reason of "misconduct"

(see section 28(1)(a) of the 1992 Act). There is no suggestion in this case that the

claimant was guilty of any kind of misconduct. Therefore, if there were a'dismissal,

no disqualification would be appropriate.



7. On this particular matter the tribunal made the following findings of fact,

"On Wednesday 9.12.92the claimant, after having been off work sick for about

2 weeks (for which she provided [her employer] with a medical certificate) and

having been back at her work at the Nursery for about a week, decided on the

spur of the moment to give [the employer] notice that she would be leaving her

job in 4 weeks time'hat being the period of notice she was entitled to. She

gave [her employer] her 4 weeks'otice of intention to leave at about 9.15 am

on Wednesday 9.12.92orally. [Her employer] at first tried to persuade the

claimant to stay on and provided her, for the first time, with a set of keys to the

Nursery, but when the claimant declined to stay on and return the keys to [her

employer] he told her on Thursday 10.12.92that she was to leave the next day

Friday 11.12.92.The claimant left the employment on Friday 11.12.92after

completing her morning's work and received from [her employer] her wages
for the week she had just worked to 11.12.92plus an extra week's wages."

8. In the first of their reasons for decision the tribunal state, "The claimant has

conceded she left her employment at the ..Nursery voluntarily". The chairman' note

of evidence records the claimant's representative as conceding that she left her

employment voluntarily. However, it appears that this concession was either

misunderstood or made by mistake by the claimant's representative because it is clear

that the issue of whether the claimant was dismissed or whether she left her

employment voluntarily was in fact considered by the tribunal. They said in their

reasons for decision,

"The tribunal do not accept that when the claimant herself initiated her

departure by giving oral notice to leave on Wednesday 9.12.92that simply

because her employer then asked her to leave on the Friday 11.12.92and did

not permit her to work out the 4 weeks'otice she gave on 9.12.92,that the

employer can be accurately described as having sacked her. But for her own

action in giving notice on 9.12.92the employment would not have been

terminated and would have continued for at least another 26 weeks (see Form

UB85)."

9. The claimant's representative contends, citing a number of employment law

cases and principally British Midland Airways v. Lewis [1978]I.C.R.782

(Employment Appeal Tribunal), "..that where an employee gives notice, but the

employer gives counter notice effective at an earlier date then, if the employee does

not agree to that date, the employer has dismissed the employee within the meaning

of the Trade Union and Labor Relations Act 1974" (it should be noted that the

relevant legislation is now section 55(2) of the Employment Protection

(Consolidation) Act 1978).

10. The adjudication officer now concerned does not accept that the British

Midland Airways case necessarily carries this proposition. On a careful examination

by me of the report of the case, especially at page 786B-E. I agree with the

adjudication officer. It seems to me that the whole matter was in a state of flux in

that case and it was only on the facts that British Midland Airways were taken to

have dismissed the applicant. In my judgment, the law on this matter, certainly in the

social security context, was accurately laid down in reported
Commissioners'ecisions

CU/155/50 and R(U) 2/54. In the latter case the learned Commissioner

said (paragraph 9),



"I entertain no doubt that the claimant terminated her employment by the action
that she took in giving notice to leave. The fact that her employer forestalled
her action and gave her notice.to leave immediately, instead of allowing her to
stay until the following Thursday is not to the point.

11. In paragraphs 18 and 19 of his submission of 14 September 1994 the
claimant's representative says of those two cases,

"On the facts of:CU/155/50 and R(U) 2/54, it is not clear whether the
Commissioners held that the. employers have given counter-notice or simply

. allowed the employees not to work out their notice. The use of the words 'told
her to leave'y the Commissioner who gave the decision in CU/155/50 and the
phrase gave. notice to.leave immediately'ay be read both as giving notice of
the contract and permitting the employee not to return. It is submitted that,
since in each case the employers, paid the employee for the period 'still to run
until the end of the notice period:,;the. facts are consistent with them not
advancing the date of terinination,'but merely not requiring the claimants to
work out their notice. If this factu'al basis is correct,'the'ommissioners were
holdirig that an'eniployee whose noti'ce is accepted by the einployer but who is
not reqiiired to work out her leave, has left'that

employm'ent'voluntarily.'lternatively,

if the proposition-ori c'ounter notice is.inconsistent with
CU/155/50 and R(U) 2/54; the Commissioner is invited not to follow those
decisions, but to prefer the approach of the Employment Appeal Tribunal in
Lewis."

12. I have already indicated above that I do not consider that the "Lewis" decision
lays. down any categ'orical propo'sition of law but on this point is merely a decision
affirmirig the factual r'ulirig of the industrial tribunal as'to dismissal. It should be

'orne in mind that an appeal'rom an industrial tribunal to the Employment Appeal
Tribunal lies only'on 'questions of law. In my view the ruling in CU/155/50 and
R(U) 2/54 that there is'a:.voluntary leaving applies equally, whether it is a case of an
employer not allowing an employee to work out his or her notice or whether it i's a
case of an actual notice to leave given first by the employee, followed by a notice of
termination given during the currency of the employee's notice by the employer. In
the latter case,. once the employee:has given in his notice to leave it is a unilateral
termination, of the employment contract and cannot be withdrawn without the
consent..of the. employer,(Riordan v the War,Office',.[19591 1 W.L.R. 1046)., It
follows that, in the present, case, when the claimant gave her four weeks'.notice in on
the. Wednesday 9 December 1992 she had herself terminated the employment and
thereby left it voluntarily. Even if.what the employer did on Friday 11 December
1992 can be construed as giving in a counter-notice requiring her to leave. on that day
and not to work out her four weeks'otice, that does not, in my view, alter the fact
that the effective:termination of the employment was a voluntary leaving by the
claimant. The"fact'that she was not allowed to work out her four weeks'otice is
however, as I ha've indicated above, a highly cogent factor in deciding the length of
any period of disqualific'ation.

M.J. Goodman
Commissioner
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